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**Million Dollar Car** 1 x 60

For years, popular automobile companies have been manufacturing and selling electric and hybrid cars. But is there a long-term future for these eco-friendly automobiles? This program documents the companies and offers new intriguing stories of how the BMW Group is reinventing the automobile — a new fully sustainable approach to electric mobility that will change the way we travel in cities.

**Available worldwide excluding Germany, Austria, Switzerland**

--

**Deadliest Catch** Series 10, 15 x 60 & 1 x 120

The multiple Emmy® Award-winning series returns for a landmark 10th season. Josh Harris is back as captain and owner of his father’s boat, the Cornelia Maria. But will he be able to continue his dad’s legacy and create one of his own? There are also big changes on the horizon for the FYW Northwestern. Embarking on her last journey, Sig Hansen’s 11-year-old daughter Mandy joins the ranks as deckhand. In a profession typically dominated by men, Mandy has a lot to prove. While the wary veteran skippers count their losses on the Bering Sea, the young guns begin to create their own season.

**How It’s Made: Dream Cars** Series 2, 10 x 30

Picture your dream car. Maybe it’s a Bugatti Veyron, an Alfa Romeo 4C or a California SL. Have you ever wondered just how these incredible cars were made? In the latest instalment of this series, the team travel around the world to the backrooms of your favorite cars. Each episode reveals the car’s workings and glorious secrets. It’s also a behind-the-scenes visit to their factories and test labs.

**MegaSpeed** 6 x 60

It’s all about the speed for speed — how it’s found, how it’s used, and how price-speed trade-offs will pay for itself. This includes the ultimate supercar which changes the way cars are built, the two-door California Top Fuel champion, and one of the fastest women in the world, as well as a look at the most daring racing car ever, the world-record-breaking dune buggy. This series continues to reveal the latest and greatest in speed and power.

**Available in the U.S.**

**American Muscle** 8 x 60

Legendary car coach Mike Barnes takes orders from people, which is why he started his own business after working for some of the world’s biggest sports teams. Mike and his team train everyone from NFL players to Wild West bulldog riders, while still having plenty of time to play serious pranks on each other during worldwide travel in Feb 2019.

**Buying the Beach** 16 x 30

Life on the beach can be paradise, and that’s what these homeowners want. The Beach Showcases properties on some of the most beautiful beaches around the U.S., from private islands to small condominiums.

**Premieres in late 2019**

**How the Universe Works** Series 3, 8 x 60

How is the universe put together? How does it actually work? Nanometre Mike Rowe walks us through the inner workings of our planet, the solar system, the galaxies and universes. This series investigates the nuts and bolts of our cosmos, exploring a range of fascinating celestial phenomena and how they came to be the way they are.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Man Vs. the Universe** 3 x 60

Man has long had the ability toRemote the cosmos but today humans are taking huge steps to claim space for their own design, evolution and survival in what is becoming a new race for space. In a three-part special, three teams fly to the Moon at the innovation high-tech space private companies, and scientists are doing to occupy Mars, meet the moon’s fertile grounds and learn adrenalin from destroying the Earth.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Gunslingers** 6 x 60

Throughout the 19th century, the territory west of the Mississippi was a rough place, clawing with outlaws, rustlers, thieves, and bounty hunters, and the few lawmen who protected them had their own unique methods of taking down their opponents. In this thrilling historical series, viewers will see the true stories behind famous icons and legendary conflicts of the Wild West, from Wyatt Earp to Billy the Kid to Jesse James. Gunslingers takes us to the hearts and minds of these men to those who become icons in a wild, wild world.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Redwood Kings** 7 x 60

Uncover the artistry that goes into turning reclaimed redwood trees into hand-crafted, one-of-a-kind, creative works of art. Twin brothers and free-spirits Ron and John Daniels are the proud owners of their family-owned Daniels Wood Land, creating carvings of animated characters, feature film and theme park facades, and even custom play houses and tree houses. Keeping every project on schedule is no easy task, but Dave’s crew of 40 carpenters, designers, artists and engineers pull off jaw-dropping specimens of art.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Too Cute! Pint-Sized 12 x 30**

Too Cute! Pint-Sized brings you a remarkable new look at some of your most familiar furry friends. Using advanced cameras and techniques, each episode follows three different litter through every stage of their early lives. Celebrate the amazing moment from the baby animal’s perspective, you live through all the emotions of a young pup or kitten growing up and finding its way in the wild world of your home.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Treehouse Masters International** 1 x 60

If you’re a worldwide phenomenon, treehouses extend to even the farthest corners of our world. Pete travels to Japan to tour with the country’s most renowned treehouse builder, Takashi Kobayashi. The whirling tour includes a treehouse bed in the middle of Tokyo, a spa retreat in the countryside and a treehouse tribute to children affected by the devastating 2011 tsunami.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Who Do You Think You Are?** Series 5, 14 x 60

Valerie Bertinelli, Kelsey Grammer, Rachel McAdams and Cynthia Nixon are just some of the stars featured in this Emmy®-nominated series. In each episode, a star embarks on an intense personal journey to discover their family past. See the real person behind the celebrity exposed as they come to understand who they truly are, the lives their ancestors lived and their place in their country’s history.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

**Yao Ming Project**

In this special, former NBA basketball star Yao Ming is on a journey to uncover the truth about the illegal ivory trade in China. The film follows Yao as he travels to the African savanna for the first time to see for himself the carcasses left behind by poachers. Learns about the human casualties of the illegal war, and the orphaned babies left behind.

**Available worldwide in late 2019**

---

**Mutant Planet** Series 2, 6 x 60

Prepare to be transported to strange worlds with this world where it seems as if nature has thrown the rule book out the window. Why is our planet filled with such a daunting diversity of imaginative reptiles, fish, birds, insects and plants? Focusing on six regions of our planet, see how the magic of evolution and the forces of nature have together shapedecorant and exotic species and uncovered patterns of behavior.

**Passage to Kaoshinggi** 1 x 60

Although it’s one of Taiwan’s largest and most technologically advanced cities, Kaoshinggi is also steeped in antiquity. At its heart, the city has mixed old and new, but for the life of Kaoshinggi’s youngest generation of artists, there is an insatiable look at the city’s new generation of museums, art venues, performance spaces and art. How does the city’s contracting motif of old and new shape their lives and the world around them?

**Tanked** Series 4, 9 x 60

Follow the antics of two brothers-in-law as they run the largest aquarium manufacturing company in the U.S. Their dream was to turn these giant, highoglobin family-owned businesses of Acrylic Tank Manufacturing Led by business partners, best friends and constant rivals, Wayne Kimmel and Brett Raymond, this 13,000-square-foot, Las Vegas facility builds some of the most large-scale tanks in the world for their clients.

**The Urban Jungle** 1 x 60

Have you ever wondered about the animals and wildlife that live with us in cities? The Urban Jungle, narrated by award-winning actor, Gordon Pinsent, explores the adaptations, lifestyles and occasional conflicts of some of the fascinating urban creatures. Enchanting and informative, this program reveals how humans maintain a co-existence with the many animal in the urban environment.

**Through the Wormhole with Morgan Freeman** Series 5, 10 x 60

Academy Award®-winning actor, Hollywood legend, and science enthusiast, Morgan Freeman is back as host in season 5 of the hit series. Morgan considers new exciting ideas about mysteries that mankind has struggled. With more than three years.

**Wheeler Dealers: Trading Up** Series 2, 6 x 60

Starting with just $30,000 to buy a cheap car, Mike will trade his way around the world across four continents, buying and selling second-hand motors.